Marker Application Form
Example 2

Church Area: Pacific

Country: Anapa

Name: Tai Pike

Place name
Anapa meetinghouse

Significance
This was the first permanent meetinghouse built by the Saints on Anapa. It is an important rallying place for members of the
Church here and is a physical symbol of the Church’s progress and heritage.

What we want to do
We would like to place a bronze plaque on the building’s exterior, to the left of the main entry. The plaque will contain the
story of Hiro Fareani and how he helped build the Church in Anapa. It will detail his dream of the Anapa meetinghouse and
the results that followed the building’s construction. We would like to place the Church’s logo at the bottom of the plaque.

How we will work with the property owner
The Church owns the property.

How we will pay for the development and maintenance costs
We will collect funds from local Church units on a voluntary basis, as well as from descendants of Matahi Mana, who want
to contribute to the memorializing of one of their ancestor’s greatest architectural achievements. The plaque, including
installation, will cost $2,900.

How we will perform research and write the text of the marker
Hereata Atutahi, a Church member and local historian who has already published a documented history of the Church in
Anapa, will write the text using existing sources.

How we will maintain the marker
Tai Pike, country Church history adviser, in cooperation with the FM group and DTA, will supervise the placement of the
plaque. She will create a list of duties associated with the care of the plaque (see below). The list will be passed down to
the successors of Sister Pike.
Anapa Meetinghouse
Duties of the Country Church History Adviser
•

Monthly:
o Call a local unit designee to check on the status of the plaque and building itself.
The designee will:
• Remove any vegetation that may be covering or may soon cover the marker.
• Take note of any circumstances that may inhibit the preservation of the plaque.

•

Yearly:
o Provide information about the location and significance of the marker to local Church members. Encourage visitation.
o Provide a report on the marker’s status and use to the Area Presidency.

•

When you are released:
o Pass this and other lists of duties to the new country Church history adviser. Be sure your successor is well trained
to maintain this marker.

Endorsement
Area Presidency (Minute #) 2011828-001
Comments:

